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Abstract: Accurately detecting the breast cancer disease in the early stage is extremely essential for fast 

recovery or to avoid the death probability. Breast cancer can be detected by various imaging modalities such as 

ultrasonography, magnetic resonance imaging, breast self-examination and mammography. Out of 

mammography is more used. Breast lesions are mass and microcalcification. In this paper we introduce the 

concept of mammography with its use to early detect the breast cancer, followed by CAD system including 

details about every step in it. CAD system can be used for classification of normal and abnormal tissue in the 

breast with the help of mammogram images. The main focus of this paper is to detect and classify the breast 

mass using support vector machine shows sensitivity 92.30%, specificity 62.50% with accuracy 86.84%. 
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I. Introduction 
 The term “breast cancer” refers to a malignant tumor that has developed from cells in the breast. Breast 

Cancer that forms in tissues of the breast, usually the ducts (tubes that carry milk to the nipple) and lobules 

(glands that make milk) [1].Breast cancer that forms in tissues of the breast, usually the ducts (tubes that carry 

milk to the nipple) and lobules (glands that make milk) [2]. Breast cancer is a leading cause of death among 

women in developed countries. The morbidity of breast cancer is increasing with a fast speed in developing 

countries due to the increase of life expectancy, urbanization and change in life styles [3]. According to Breast 

Cancer Statistics about 40,450 women in the U.S. are expected to die in 2016 from breast cancer [4]. As the 

cause of breast cancer is not clearly known, early detection remains the corner stone in breast cancer treatment. 

Breast cancer can be detected through various examinationas magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 

mammography, ultrasound, CSE and BSE. Mammography is the most effective in reducing mortality rates by 

30% - 70% [5]. 

 Mammogram interpretation is a repetitive task which requires maximum care for avoidance of 

misinterpretation. Therefore, computer aided detection and diagnosis (CAD) system is currently a very popular 

and efficient method which analyses the digital mammogram with the use of image processing. CAD system 

helps radiologists in accurate interpretation of mammograms for detection of suspicious lesions and 

classification. It has been observed that 60%-90% of the biopsies of cancers predicted by radiologists found 

benign-malignant mammogram. Computer aided detection system is a combination of image-processing 

techniques and intelligent methods that can be used to enhance the medical interpretation process can make 

better results in the development of more efficient diagnosis. The computer outcome assists radiologists in 

image analysis and diagnostic decision making. In addition, a CAD system could direct a radiologist’s attention 

to regions where the probability of indications of disease is greatest. A CAD system provides reproducible and 

quite realistic outcomes [6]. 

 This work is organized as follows. In section II provides literature review of detection and 

classification techniques. Section III gives about CAD system, followed by database used for experimental 

purpose in IV section. Section V gives the details of proposed system and its result. 

 

II. Background 
 This section gives the literature review about the various detection and classification techniques. 

Faye et al [7], proposes method use for classification of images is based on preselecting features based on their 

capabilities of differentiating classes using a T test. Random subsets achieving a predefined accuracy rate are 

then used to generate a final set of features. The method was used in this work with wavelet transform with 

LDA and kNN classifiers. Although the final accuracy rate obtained in the experiments are relatively low, the 

improvement when combining classifiers is highly encouraging.  
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Pereira D. C. et al [8] presents a set of computational tools to aid segmentation and detection of mammograms 

that contained mass or masses in CC and MLO views. An artifact removal algorithm is first implemented 

followed by an image denoising and gray-level enhancement method based on wavelet transform and Wiener 

filter. Finally, a method for detection and segmentation of masses using multiple thresholding, wavelet 

transform and genetic algorithm is employed in mammograms which were randomly selected from the Digital 

Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM).  

Jen C. et al [9], proposed a high-performance CAD system for detecting abnormal mammograms by 

using the two-stage classifier ADC, which applied the PCA-based technique accompanied by robust feature 

weight adjustments.  

 

III. Cad  System 

CAD is invented to follow the subsequent steps: 

Initially mammogram images read by radiologists for marking suspicious areas. 

A CAD system scanning to detect suspicious features. 

Radiologists analysis of the prompts given by the CAD system and verification if the suspicious areas were left 

unchecked in the first reading [10]. 

 

1.1 Steps in Computer Aided Detection 

 For the time being, mammographic screening remains the most effective method for early detection of 

breast cancer. However, reading mammography is a time-consume error prone work. Therefore, many 

computer-aided detection and diagnosis systems (CAD) have been developed to assist radiologists in detecting 

and classifying mammographic lesions [11]. Figure 1 gives the steps in CAD system. 

 

    
 

Fig 1: Basic steps in Computer Aided Detection (CAD) System 

 

IV. Database 
 All mammograms used in this work (detection of mass) are from a mini Mammographic database 

provided by Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS), includes radiologist’s “truth” markings on the 

locations of any abnormalities that may be present [12-13]. 

 It contains total 322 images (Medio-Lateral Oblique (MLO)) representing 161 bilateral pairs. The 

database is divided into seven categories. These include normal image pairs and abnormal pairs containing 

microcalcifications, circumscribed masses, spiculated lesions, ill-defined masses, architectural distortion and 

asymmetric densities. Each mammogram from the database is a 1024 X 1024 pixels and with a spatial resolution 

of 200 m/pixel. 

 

V. Proposed System 
 Mass is one of the main signs of breast cancer. A mass is a space occupying lesion which usually 

exhibits higher intensity compared with fat tissues in a mammogram. The diction between normal mass has been 

largely difficult task for the radiologists, as masses can be subtle at a nearly stage, shapes and sizes [3]. 

A mass is defined as a space-occupying lesion seen in more than one projection. A mass with a regular shape 

has a higher probability of existence benign, whereas a mass with an irregular shape has a higher probability of 

presence malignant [14-15]. 

Figure 2 shows the flow of proposed segmentation of mass using seeded region growing method. 
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Fig 2: Proposed sytem for segmentation of Mass 

 

Here we developed CAD system for detection of mass consisting image processing techniques as preprocessing, 

enhancement, segmentation, feature extraction and classification. 

 Mammogram image is composed of different noises, artifacts in their background. The object area also 

contains the pectoral muscles. All these areas are unwanted portions for the texture analysis due to which the 

full mammographic image is unsuitable for feature extraction and subsequent classification. Therefore, a 

cropping operation has been applied on mammogram images to extract the regions of interests (ROIs) which 

contain the abnormalities, excluding the unwanted portions of the image. This process is performed by referring 

the center of the abnormal area as the center of ROI and taking a square enclosing the abnormal area [16] shown 

in figure 3.3. ROI is a fundamental step used as input for the developed CAD system, representing the selected 

region of the mammographic image. 

    

  

Original Image (mdb028.pgm)           ROI of image 

 

Fig 3: ROI selecting from image 

5.1 Preprocessing 

Mammograms are diffcult images to interpret and a preprocessing phase is necessary to improve the 

quality of the images [17]. Here the preprocessing stage constists two main stages. In this system the first phase 

involves the removal of background information and noise from the image with the help of median filters, while 

the second phase deals with enhancing the contrast of interest areas using CLAHE (Contrast Limited Adaptive 

Histogram Equalization) technique. CLAHE algorithm operates on small regions of the gray image by 

partitioning the image into contextual regions called tiles [15]. 

 

 5.2   Image Enhancement 

Image enhancement is the process of adjusting digital images so that the results are more suitable for 

display or further analysis. We remove noise or brighten an image, making it easier to identify key features [18]. 

Here we used Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) technique for enhancement of image shown in figure 4. 

 

 

 

Fig 4: Enhancement using DFT 
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Fourier transform is a continuous signal can be represented as a (countable) weighted sum of sinusoids. 

It offers flexibility in the design and implementation of filtering solutions in areas such as image enhancement. 

The Fourier transform has a number of interesting properties [19]. 

Following are the steps in DFT filtering  

1. Convert the image to floating point. 

2. Obtain the padding parameters. 

3. Obtain the Fourier transform. 

4. Generate the highpass filter function. 

5. Multiply the transform by the filter. 

6. Obtain the inverse FFT. 

7. Crop the top, left rectangle to the original size. 

8. Convert the filtered image to the class of input image [20-21]. 

 

5.3   Segmentation 

 Segmentation methods broadly divided into two main categories: edge-based methods and region-

based. In edge-based methods, the local discontinuities are detected first and then connected to form longer, 

hopefully complete, boundaries. In region-based methods, areas of an image with homogeneous properties are 

found, which in turn give the boundaries [22]. 

 In this work we have used region growing method for the segmentation of mass. Region-growing 

techniques exploit the important fact that pixels which are close together have similar gray values. The 

algorithm starts from one or more pixels, called Seeds, chosen as the reference values for the growth. Then, 

region growing expands the selected areas around the seeds to include nearby pixels falling within a threshold 

range. The main steps are summarized as follows. 

1. Choose the seed pixels. 

2. Check the neighboring pixels and add them to the region if they are similar to the seed. 

3. Repeat step 2 for each of the newly added pixels; stop if no more pixels can be added [23]. 

 

The result of segmentation is shown in figure 6. 

  

  
Enhanced Image Segmented region 

 

Fig 4: Segmented Region 

5.4   Feature Extraction 

 Analysis of biomedical images requires the extraction of numerical features that characterize most 

significant properties of region of interest [24]. 

 Texture is a pattern of the occurrence of gray levels in image space, to measure the random texture, in 

this work we have used 5 shape features and 14 Haralick’s statistical measures proposed by Haralick et al [25] 

of the segmented region given in fig 4. Haralick’s measures are based upon the moments of a joint PDF that is 

estimated as the joint occurrence or co-occurrence of gray levels, known as the gray-level co-occurrence matrix 

(GCM), GCMs are also known as spatial gray-level dependence (SGLD) matrices [24]. 

 

5.5   Classification 

 Once the features of segmented image related to masses are extracted and selected, the features are 

given as input to classifier for classification benign masses, or malignant masses. The SVM is based on the idea 

of hyper-plane classifier, and it tries to look for the hyper-plane that maximizes the margin between two classes 

[26-27]. In this work, we use SVM to classify masses as benign or malignant. 

 SVM is a supervised learning methods used for classification and regression analysis. SVM is a binary 

linear classifier that for each given input data it predicts which of two possible classes comprises the input. It 

was found that for identification of mass SVM shows the accuracy 86.84%, with sensitivity 92.30% and 

specificity 62.50% on mini-mias database. 
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VI. Experimental Result 
 After segmentation stage the feature that are extracted from image. Extracted features are further given 

to SVM classifier for classification of masses into benign or malignant. The performance analysis of system is 

done with accuracy, sensitivity, specificity. 

Accuracy = (TP + TN) / Total number of samples-------- (1)  

True Positive Rate (Sensitivity) = TP / (TP + FN)----------(2) 

True Negative Rate (Specificity) = TN / (TN + FP)--------(3) 

where 

 True Positive (TP), when the suspected abnormality is in fact malignant;  

 True negative (TN), when there is no detection of abnormality in a healthy person;  

 False positive (FP), when occurs detection of abnormality in a healthy person; 

 False negative (FN), when there is no detection of a malignant lesion. 

 

VII. Conclusion 
 Mammography screening remains the most effective method for early detection of breast cancer. 

However, reading mammography is a time-consume error work. Therefore, many computer-aided detection and 

diagnosis systems (CAD) have been developed to assist radiologists in detecting and classifying mammographic 

lesions. A mass screened on a mammogram can be either benign or malignant depending on its shape. Benign 

tumors usually have round or oval shapes, although malignant tumors have a partially rounded shape with a 

spiked or irregular outline. Non-cancerous or benign tumors include cysts, fibro adenomas, and breast 

hematomas. A cancerous or malignant tumor in the breast is a mass of breast tissue that grows in an abnormal 

and uncontrolled way. Normally, malignant masses appear brighter than any tissue surrounding it. In this work 

we proposed CAD system for detection and classification of breast mass.  Further extracting the statistical 

values of segmented region classification is performed to find breast tumor is benign or malignant. 
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